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The willingness to do what is right even when no one else is looking.
Objective: Connect with your fellow Airmen and have a conversation
about the significance of Integrity.
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Integrity is the “moral compass” – the inner voice, the voice of self-control, the
basis for the trust imperative in today’s Air Force. We normally ask what you
would do “if no one was looking?” Remember that your Integrity can be
challenged just as easily when EVERYONE is looking (think peer pressure.)

INTEGRITY
Introduction

Play: PACE Heritage Today Video, “Core Values”.

MP 1. What kind of Airman do you want to be?
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LOQ: How does Integrity shape your Airman Identity?
LOQ: What kind of Airman do you want to be?
LOQ: What do you think it means to have integrity with your word?
LOQ: Within your specialty, where is integrity imperative?
LOQ: What is more difficult, doing the right thing when everyone is looking or when
no one is looking?
LOQ: How do you correct someone whose integrity is out of alignment?

MP 2. Personal Values Inventory
Click on PACE Link “Personal Values Inventory”. Provide a copy of the “Personal
Values Inventory” list to each participant. Once the participants complete the
activity, discuss the results with the entire group.

MTL: A copy of
the Personal
Values Inventory
is provided to
each participant.

LOQ: Is your Integrity based upon the values you hold most dear to you?
Activity: Recognize the integrity in others. Take notecards and ask your small group
to write down when someone else in your group displayed integrity. Share with the
group or provide the notecards to the individual.
Play: AFTV Video, “Integrity First”.
LOQ: How might serving in silence prior to the repeal of the Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell
(DADT) policy contradict integrity?

Conclusion

Today we discussed Integrity, the type of Airman you want to be, and your Personal
Values Inventory.
“We’re entrusted with the security of our nation. The tools of our trade are lethal,
and we engage in operations that involve risk to human life and untold national
treasure. Because of what we do, our standards must be higher than those of society
at large.” General Ronald R. Fogleman, 15th CSAF

ASSESSMENT QUESTION: Are the participants comfortable discussing how Integrity
contributes to Airmanship?

